
#
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Captain
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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6052 254 N/A N/A 32 1/8 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

TE (Y,U,H) Doyle, Jack 5/4/90 (27) Janssen, Nick

COLLEGE YEAR – RD – TM TEAM

Western Kentucky (KYWE) 13 -UDFA- IND Indianapolis Colts
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played Games Started Games Won Winning % Positions Started

BEST Route Running, Hands, Adjust to throws, Mental Processing, COD

68 22 40 59% TE

INJURIES
2016: Missed 0 games, no injuries. 2015: Dealt with toe injury week 15-17 but did not miss 
any games. 2014: Missed 0 games. 2013: Missed 0 games.

KEY STATS
2016: Became the #1 TE. 2nd on the team in receptions (59) and 2nd in rec yards (584). 

Averaged 9.9 yds/rec, 4.03 YAC/rec, and scored 5 TDs. 78.7% catch percentage. 2015: 

85.7% catch percentage with 6 yds/rec and 4.6 YAC/rec. 

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed 2016: vs SD 9/25, @HST 10/16, @TEN 10/23, vs KC 10/30, @MIN 12/18

SUMMARY

4th year TE who has started 22 of 68 games throughout his career. 2nd year under Offensive Coordinator, Rob
Chudzinski, where he is utilized as a traditional inline TE (Y), a detached (U) TE, and in the backfield as an (H)
back where he operated as a FB. He was utilized on 1st and 2nd downs in run/pass situations as a blocker and in
the short and intermediate areas but not utilized heavily in obvious passing situations when Indianapolis was
healthy and had all their top passing threats available. Good height and weight with good length and a physical

frame who displays good overall athletic ability with a combination of good quickness, good COD, good
explosiveness, good acceleration, good balance, solid lateral agility, and solid foot speed. Good release versus Off
coverage coming out of his 2-pt stance with good explosiveness and his 3-pt stance with solid explosiveness,

showing good acceleration and solid foot speed to quickly stack a defender and threaten the vertical. Good
mental processing as a route runner to read coverages and adjust his route stems, break depths, and find voids in
Zone coverage while also identifying pressure and releasing as a hot receiver in vacated areas and working to
find open areas on broken plays. Solid separation quickness showing good mental processing to use different
head fakes and body fakes to manipulate defenders at the top of his routes in the short and intermediate areas

and is a precise route runner with good COD which allows him to stop his momentum quickly and has good
acceleration out of his breaks to create separation against LBs who have solid AA and uses his size and length to
shield smaller defenders at the top of the route. Good hands, reliable catcher showing good dexterity to attack
the ball and catch away from his body, good body control to adjust to high throws outside his frame and high-
point the ball, good flexibility to adjust to low throws, good concentration and physical toughness over the MOF

to complete catches when he gets hit, and good awareness to keep his feet in bounds on the sideline. Solid YAC,

quickly gets vertical and runs with power showing a solid ability to break tackles in the open field against
smaller defenders. Solid Gap blocker, good footwork to get his body in position to seal off the run lane and has
solid hand timing, solid placement, and solid lockout to sustain on base blocks when inline as a Y and functions

as a solid lead blocker when line up as an H showing good competitive toughness with a strong willingness in

taking on all defenders. Solid Zone blocker, shows solid footwork and solid lateral quickness to get his hat across
and his body in position and displays a solid ability to reach defenders when they are lined up over him. Good on

Zone Rim and as a cleanup blocker on the backside using effective scoop and cut blocks. Good in Pass Protection,
showing good set depth, good hand timing, and a good ability to mirror good pass rushers, good awareness to

identify blitzers and stunts on the edge, and a solid ability to anchor against smaller defenders who have solid

play strength. Good Competitive toughness, always fights on every down and plays with good and consistent

effort. Good physical toughness, completes contested catches and holds on to the ball when he takes big hits.
Solid Mental toughness, solid ability to come through in critical moments by completing big catches and

sustaining blocks on run plays in 4 minute offense. Adequate ability to release and get vertical in his route stem

versus Press and gets widened easily against physical defenders due to adequate play strength. Adequate
Separation quickness against defensive backs in Zone coverage due to a lack of lateral agility and foot speed and

adequate elusiveness in the open field limits his YAC ability. As a Run blocker, rises quickly which allows
defender to get under his pads and win his chest, struggles getting inside hand position versus defenders with

good UOH, and adequate play strength at the POA creates an inability uncoil and fire his hips to create push on

Gap and Zone blocks. Overextends as a blocker in space which allows defender to easily shed. Overall, a
rotational TE best utilized as a Y, U, and H who is a reliable pass catching threat in the short and intermediate

areas over the MOF where he uses his ability to manipulate defenders, good route running ability, and good
hands to make plays and is a solid overall run blocker in Zone and Gap schemes. Lacks the play strength to
release from Press effectively and create push at the POA on run blocks. 

WORST Play Strength, Release from Press, Blocking at the POA

PROJECTION

A rotational TE best utilized as a Y, U, and H who is a reliable pass catching threat in the 
short and intermediate areas over the MOF where he uses his ability to manipulate 
defenders, good route running ability, and good hands to make plays and is a solid overall 
run blocker in Zone and Gap schemes. Lacks the play strength to release from Press 

effectively and create push at the POA on run blocks. 

SCHEME FIT
Pro style offense that utilizes multiple running schemes, a high percentage of play action, 
and uses TE to attack the short and intermediate areas in the passing game.


